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Philosophy
At DP Saddlery we are dedicated to protecting horse and rider from long-term damage. We are working to improve
the health and wellbeing of horses by raising industry standards on saddles. In her many years as a horse trainer in
Germany, Barbara Caiado has witnessed the damages that are done to horses every day by improperly designed and
unfitted saddles, and yet still many balk at thoroughly understanding and examining the most basic and fundamental
means of connection with the horse: the saddle.
Barbara Caiado and her enthusiastic team call on all those involved in caring for and working with horses as well as
horse owners, to not only educate themselves in terms of the detrimental impact of poor saddle fit, but to also find
a way to work cooperatively together toward a better and brighter future for the horse.
At DP Saddlery we say it is time to think intelligently about saddle choice and saddle fit for both horse and rider, and
so we strive to create the utmost innovative saddles. High quality, German engineering and customizable Saddles,
combined with many years of experiences out in the Equestrian fields make us a reliable partner for professionals
and horse owners alike.

Western Line

English Line

Trail & Endurance
Quantum Line

Baroque Line

Treeless Saddles
Startrekk® Line

Find more information on our website www.dp-saddlery.com
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The revolutionary smart saddle
Continuously adjustable gullet width
This revolutionary feature allows a rider to change the tree width by fractions of an inch with just the twist of an Allen wrench. Just insert the allen wrench
into the discreet slot located on top of the pommel. No additional tools and no strength are required to make the change.
Ultra-Flex Trees
Our Ultra-Flex Trees are made from high quality Carbon Fiber and designed to flex with the movement of the horse. When a horse turns or bends its body,
our unique saddle tree lets the horse move freely, while encouraging proper bend and freedom of shoulder movement to allow the rider to enhance the
horse’s natural beauty of gaits. Although it is slightly flexible, it will not collapse underneath a rider’s weight. A great benefit of the Ultra-Flex tree is that
it’s also very light weight. We take great pride in bringing you one of the best and most reliable flexible trees available on today’s market.
Special Tree
For riders over 200 lbs, we also make a special tree, called PP10, with enhanced support. This tree is reinforced along the seat area, to allow maximum
stability and durability while still allowing flexibility on the areas of the tree that are relevant to the horses’ movement. Please note: PP10 trees are only
available through special order.
Leather Tree
Many models can be ordered with Leather trees as well. Our leather treed saddles are not considered treeless, they are handmade out of many layers of
high quality vegetable tanned hides, sewn together to form the shape of a saddle tree. Leather tree saddles provide maximum comfort for horse and
rider, and while leather takes a few weeks to “break in”, it will provide the truest fit, close contact, and feel for the horse and rider out of all treed saddles.
It is solely recommended for the intermediate to advanced rider, who is seeking absolute refinement.
Anatomically shaped wool flocked panels
The anatomically shaped panels will ensure a proper seat and keep the rider where he needs to be, while distributing weight evenly alongside the horses
back. The Flocking can be adjusted by a saddle fitter. These panels give you the peace of mind you need, to know you can always adjust while your horse
goes through muscular and structural changes as it progresses through training.
Velcro Panels
Some of our models are equipped with Velcro Panels, which means that the rider can place them where they need to be and move them if the saddle is
used on multiple horses. This system allows the rider to correct the channel width properly. The Velcro panels allow for a very close contact and are not
recommended for the beginner rider. Velcro panels come in a large variety of shapes to include wedged shapes and sheepskin covered panels.
For more information please visit www.dp-saddlery.com
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Baroque Line
Continuously adjustable gullet width
Ultra-Flex Saddle Tree
Anatomically shaped wool flocked panels
At the intersection of beauty and function is our Baroque Line. From the famous El Campo Del Flor, to the classic Bückeburger Schooling saddle (the official saddle of the Princely
School of Riding Art, Germany), this line has something for every rider. Our Baroque saddles
are wonderful for many purposes including Working Equitation, Trail Riding and more, and
are perfect for the rider seeking more lightness and balance, who does not want to compromise being able to take this saddle out for hours on the trails.
As with most of our saddles, our Baroque line features our 3-point billet system, which allows
the rider to set the billets precisely where they need to be for the horse. This offers much
more stability and along with our adjustable gullet system and wool flocked panels, creates
a very custom fit.

For more information, prices and to see all Baroque models please visit www.dp-saddlery.com/baroque
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English Line
Continuously adjustable gullet width
Ultra-Flex Saddle Tree
Anatomically shaped wool flocked panels
Recommended for non-competitive to competitive English riders, our English line features
the Maxima saddles are available as Dressage, All-Purpose and Jump saddles. The model
Impuls can be used for classical Dressage-style riding and is a real all-rounder saddle with the
look and seat of an English saddle, yet the famous French shoulder relief panels provide a large
contact area, which makes this saddle perfect for longer trail rides. The Velcro knee rolls allow
an individual adaption to the rider’s leg. These saddles are a reliable partner for dressage and
smaller jumps.
One highlight of the Maxima is a removable sweat flap, to turn it into a Mono-Flap for even
closer contact. With the continuously adjustable gullet width, the ultra-flex tree, and the
anatomically shaped wool flocked panels, they can easily be adjusted to the horses back
anytime. Since these saddles are kept short, they are also suitable for horses with short backs.

For more information, prices and to see all English models please visit www.dp-saddlery.com/english
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Trail & Endurance Line
Continuously adjustable gullet width
Ultra-Flex Saddle Tree
Anatomically shaped wool flocked panels
Our Quantum line is one of our most innovative. Endurance and Trail Riders alike endorse
these models, due to their light weight and flexibility. The Quantum line is a true Hybrid,
combining the key benefits of an English Saddle tree with wool flocked panels with the
functionality of a Western type saddle while providing horse and rider with the most possible
comfort during long hours out on the trails. We have also included many hardware options
for this line, and have kept them short as well so there are more options for those horses with
short backs!
Our Quantum Sport is one of our smallest saddles, weighing in around 18 lbs. and measuring
at just under 20 inches! While compact, this saddle distributes the riders weight evenly and the
deeper seat feels very secure.
Our Quantum Western is another fan favorite, merging the classic beauty and security of the
Western saddle with the comfort of wool flocked panels and the lighter weight that every
rider loves!

For more information, prices and to see all Quantum models please visit www.dp-saddlery.com/quantum
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Treeless Line
Interchangeable or adjustable gullet
Velcro Panels in various shapes

With a large variety of interchangeable gullet plates, ranging from narrow to extra wide or
steep, our Startrekk® line treeless saddle gives you a great advantage in the treeless saddle
world. Get the comfort of a treeless saddle without losing the support you are used to from
saddles with trees. Our interchangeable gullet system allows you to clear the horse’s withers
and stabilize your saddle without compromising your vision of close contact and the most
natural riding feel. Most models can be equipped with an adjustable gullet.
Velcro Panels
Available in various thicknesses, our Velcro Panel system lets you
individually adjust your Startrekk® saddle to fit and conform to
your horse’s back for proper fitting.

For more information, prices and to see all Startrekk® models please visit www.dp-saddlery.com/startrekk
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Western Information
Wooden Tree
Not only can you choose from multiple designs of quality Western saddles for various disciplines, you can also choose from our large variety of traditional
wooden trees, tried and true for many years. Our wooden trees come in various shapes and forms and can be ordered rawhide covered or covered with
fiberglass. Whether you’re considering a reining saddle, cutting, barrel racing, or ranch roping, rest assured that we have the tree to fit your horse. Nearly
every tree can be built into the saddle of your choice.
Deu-Flex Trees
We also offer a one of a kind alternative to traditional trees - the Deu-Flex tree. The Deu-Flex tree has a rigid wooden fork and cantle, yet the bars and seat
are of leather only, allowing for great flexibility, without losing stability and the true Western Feel. The Leather tree gives the rider a great advantage, lasts
a very long time and conforms nicely to your horses back, for maximum performance and comfort. The Deu-Flex tree is not considered to be treeless. It is
in fact a full tree made entirely of leather. Many layers of high quality vegetable tanned saddle skirting leather are layered on top one another, glued and
stitched, to create a tree.
Flex-Fit Tree
Additionally, you can find our Flex-Fit Tree with fully adjustable fork in our Flex-Fit Western Saddle Line. This tree is a semi-flexible, high quality, carbon
fiber tree that provides maximum stability along the spine, yet enough flexibility on the bars to allow your horse to bend. Along with the most innovative
system available, our Allen wrench system, which allows you to change the width of the fork as wide or narrow as needed. Due to the flexibility of this tree,
they are not recommended for roping.
Pro Flex Tree
We also offer a flexible tree of high quality that is not adjustable, which is called the Pro-Flex tree. The Pro-Flex tree is NOT adjustable, comes with a rigid
fork in 4 sizes, and the horn is made of solid wood. The Foundation is made of the same material as our Flex-Fit trees. Since this tree is flexible as well, it is
not recommended for roping.

For more information about our Western saddles please visit www.dp-saddlery.com/western-information
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Western Line
At DP Saddlery, we feel a well-built saddle is fundamental to anyone who rides a horse.
From the Ranch hand to the weekend trail rider, and everyone in between, a good fitting
Western saddle is priceless. In today’s Equine Industry, the fit of the saddle for the horse
has become just as important as the comfort of the rider.
Our company strives to build and provide a saddle with excellent quality, fit and
appearance for you and your Equine partner. Because of this, we can offer a 10-year
warranty on our trees and 5 years on craftsmanship.
All our Western saddles are available for custom upgrades. You can choose any model and
apply the custom changes of your choice. This ability ensures that you will be able to have
the saddle you have been looking for.
Our custom options include tree choices, different leather finishes, a large variety of
seat materials and colors, several unique tooling patterns, and many different Concho
packages. With all of this in mind, take a moment, look through our website and enjoy
building your own unique DP Western saddle.

For more information, prices and to see all Western models please visit www.dp-saddlery.com
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Adjustable Western Line
Continuously adjustable gullet width
Flexible Saddle Tree
Our Flex-Fit line has revolutionized the Western Riding world. It features high quality, durable
Western saddles with our adjustable gullet system. This give the rider the ability to change the
tree width by fractions of an inch or from extra narrow to extra wide and anything in between,
with just the twist of an Allen wrench inserted into the discreet slot located on top of the fork.
• No additional tools and no strength are required to make the change.
• Round skirt, square skirt and many shorter models available
• Customize it to your liking and choose from a large variety of options to make it truly
yours, or purchase one of 100’s of saddles always readily in stock in the U.S.
Flexible Saddle Tree
The heart of our Flex Fit line is the flexible saddle tree, designed to flex with the movement
of the horse. When a horse turns or bends its body, a standard wooden saddle tree would
remain rigid against the horse’s movements. Our Flex Fit saddle tree lets the horse move freely,
encourages proper bend and collection, freedom of shoulder movement, and allows the rider
to enhance his horse’s natural beauty of gaits without the saddle getting in the way.
Choose from various designs to suit your horse’s needs.

For more information, prices and to see all Flex Fit models please visit www.dp-saddlery.com
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THE SADDLEMAKER
1146 Highway 165
Fort Mitchell, AL 36856
Phone: (334) 540-6881
Email: contact@dp-saddlery.com
www.dp-saddlery.com
www.facebook.com/dpsaddlery

